A novel stimuli-synchronized alloy-treated matrix for space-defined gastrointestinal delivery of mesalamine in the Large White pig model.
The study focussed on designing a Stimuli-Synchronized Matrix (SSM) for space-defined colonic delivery of the anti-inflammatory drug mesalamine. The configured matrix provided time-independent delivery and stimuli targeting. Formulations were optimized according to a Box-Behnken experimental design that constituted mesalamine-loaded BaSO4-crosslinked chitosan dispersed within a pectin, carboxymethylcellulose and xanthan gum complex. The complex was compressed into matrices and subsequently alloy-treated with pectin and ethylcellulose. In vitro drug release was determined in the presence and absence of colonic enzymes and the mean dissolution time was used for formulation optimization. To mechanistically elucidate the synchronous catalytic action of the enzymes pectinase and glucosidase on the matrix, computer-aided 3D modelling of active fractions of the enzyme-substrate complexes was generated to predict the orientation of residues affecting the substrate domain. Drug release profiles revealed distinct colonic enzyme responsiveness with fractions of 0.402 and 0.152 of mesalamine released in the presence and absence of enzymes, respectively after 24h. The commercial comparator product showed irreproducible release profiles over the same period (SD=0.550) compared to the SSM formulation (SD=0.037). FTIR spectra of alloy-treated matrices showed no peaks from 1589 to 1512cm(-1) after colonic enzyme exposure. With increasing enzyme exposure there were also no peaks between 1646 and 1132cm(-1). This indicated polymeric enzyme cleavage for controlled and space-defined release of mesalamine. Plasma concentration profiles in the Large White pig model produced a Cmax of 3.77±1.375μg/mL compared to 10.604±2.846μg/mL for the comparator formulation. The SSM formulation proved superior over the comparator product by providing superiorly controlled enzyme-responsive colonic drug delivery.